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®

Slim, Portable, Universal Keyboard & Stand

1

YEAR
BATTERY LIFE*

Lightweight

Universal Compatibility

Laptop-Style Keys

The lightweight keyboard
and ultra-slim cover fit easily
in your bag.

Works with any Bluetooth® device
including tablets, smartphones,
and smart TV.

Comfortably spaced keys make
typing quick and easy.

Key Selling Points
••
••
••
••
••

The portable keyboard with ultra-slim protective cover fits easily in your bag or carry-on.
This universal keyboard connects with your tablet, smartphone, or smart TV, making your device much easier to use.
The laptop-style keys strike cleanly and precisely for fast and accurate touch typing.
The foldable cover becomes a built-in stand that can support any size smartphone or tablet at a convenient viewing angle.
Pair the Flex keyboard with two devices at once and toggle between them.
Compatible with smartphones, tablets, and smart TV's.
Learn more at zagg.to/keyboards

flex

®

Detachable
Built-in Stand

Laptop-style Keys

Compatible with:

Smartphone

Tablet

TOTAL BATTERY LIFE*

1 year

DIMENSIONS

10.31 in. x 7.76 in. x 1.22 in.

WEIGHT

1.65 lbs.

IN THE BOX

Flex keyboard and cover, 18-inch charging cable, quick start guide

WARRANTY

2 years

COLOUR/ITEM NUMBER

Black

Smart TV

103201717

Additional Selling Points
•• ZAGG keyboards and cases enhance and protect tablets and other mobile devices so users can feel confident about
taking their technology on the road.
•• Laptop-style keys provide a comfortable typing experience.
•• The long-lasting battery lets you type up to a year between charges.
•• Your ZAGG keyboard comes with two years limited warranty that covers defective materials and workmanship.
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